Improve
the performance
of Onyx HD !

Mixing Base W
The pigments that make all the difference

Perfection made simple

Mixing Base W
brandoffer

A single objective: productivity!
In addition to its range of base colors, with Mixing Base W R-M opens new
horizons to bodyshops that want to improve their productivity. Eight new base
colors with an incredibly high pigment concentration provide the following
advantages:

Cost-effectiveness is guaranteed, thanks to the reduction
in labor costs and product consumption.
Good quality repairs that ensure increased customer satisfaction.
Work is made easier for painters with products
that are simple to use.

Boost your color performance and your savings!

ULTRA-CONCENTRATED PIGMENTS
FOR MAJOR SAVINGS
Between 15% and 40% product savings
by reducing the number of basecoats required.
Up to 50% savings in process time,
by eliminating a stage of the repair process,
depending on the mixing formulae.

Achieving the perfect result, easily!
Thanks to its low viscosity, the application of the color is easier. The superior durability
of the paint film ensures superb final finish quality by virtually eliminating damage during
reassembly, easy repair of minor defects and de-nibbing, if required, and safe masking
immediately after drying, if necessary.

Increased covering power
Faster flash off times
Outstanding through-drying
Reduced process times

Technical features that make all the difference!
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Enhancing the performance
of Onyx HD
Mixing Base W bases are the perfect performance enhancers
for Onyx HD because they fit into the usual work processes
and at the same time ensure a superb final result. Customized
mixing formulae have been developed and complete the existing base colors. The Mixing Base W bases combine all the
advantages of new and innovative technology, while maintaining Onyx HD’s reputation for outstanding quality.

A winner for every bodyshop!

Innovating for the future
Since its arrival on the market, the Onyx HD range of products and its waterborne technology has reflected R-M’s reputation as a pioneer and an innovator.
The Onyx HD range is recognized worldwide as the environment-friendly range and
by choosing Mixing Base W you can ensure an enhanced level of performance
that can significantly increase the efficiency and profitability of your bodyshop.
Eight shades are available: emerald green, jade green, steel blue, Tanzania blue,
lapis-lazuli blue, curry orange, Caspian red, chili red; suggestive bewitching names
for our customers’ utmost satisfaction.

THE solution for ultimate productivity
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